
 
 
Kue – Home   
Gallery Exhibition Call for Submissions 

 
The Open Sky Creative Society / OSC Gallery in Fort Simpson Northwest 

Territories is currently seeking submissions from artists working in the media arts 
currently residing in Canada for a gallery based exhibition titled; Kue-Home 
 

Selected artists must be willing to be present in the community of Fort 
Simpson, NT in order to attend an exhibition reception as well as conduct a series of 
artist talks which will be attended by community & audience members. 
 

The Exhibition will take place for one week in conjunction with the Open Sky 
Festival 2009 taking place from June 26th-28th, 2009 
 
Submissions should include:  

• Submit in DVD, VHS, or Audio CD in a format that is readable by Windows 
Media Player. 

• A Media list which includes title, media, dimensions, & date of pieces 
• An Artist CV outlining exhibition, workshop & other relevant experience 
• A brief Artist Statement (500 words Max.) 
• A personal statement in response to the Kue-Home Artistic Direction Vision 

Statement (see below). This statement should tell us why your work is relevant 
to the overall artistic vision of the exhibition & should describe what you 
intend to exhibit. 

• A self addressed stamped envelope for the purpose of returning submitted 
materials 

• Submissions should be mailed to: 
   Programming Coordinator 
   Open Sky Creative Society  
   Box 587 
   Fort Simpson, NT 
   X0E 0N0 
 

 
SUBMISSION DEADLINE: Postmarked on or Before January 15th, 2009 

 
For more information please contact the Open Sky Creative Society office: 

     Phone/Fax: (867) 695-3005 
     E-Mail: open_sky_society@yahoo.ca 
     Or visit: www.openskyfestival.ca 
       http://www.myspace.com/openskycreativesociety 



  Open Sky Festival 2009 
Artistic Direction Vision Statement 1.0 
 

Kue — Home 
 

Where are you from? 
 
Where do you call home?  
 
As global society becomes increasingly transient what & where an average person considers 

home is also transforming. In the face of increasing global transience; how individuals chose to define 
home, the effects of transience on regional culture & tradition & the subsequent implications for artistic 
practice are all aspects of our current reality worth exploring.  

 
In Canada & much of the world, no strict cultural codes exist to dictate how we define home. We 

are instead left to our own devises. Geography, family, friends, ancestry, a childhood ‘hometown’, or 
even physical structures are all points of reference used by individuals to define home. Further influence 
on an individual’s definition of home may be based on a sense of belonging or feelings of personal 
connection with the people, the land, or even the culture of a place (language, food, idiosyncrasies of 
daily interactions, a sports team, etc.). For some, home may be multiple disparate places, a large 
geographical swath, a virtual community online, or no particular physical place at all.   

    
In a more transient society does regional culture & personal identity become disoriented & 

fragmented to the point of being detrimental to social cohesiveness? Or does society become vibrant & 
more resilient as citizens become more familiar with an array of people, places, & cultural experiences? 
It could be argued that neither of these positions, are entirely true or false & that regional cultures (as well 
as culture on a larger scale) are in an ongoing state of flux, for better or for worse. Perhaps the onus rests 
on the individuals participating in a culture & their personal perceptions to determine weather cultural 
flux will influence their lives either positively or negatively & respond accordingly.  
 

How an artist chooses to define home (if at all) & how they may choose to respond to transience 
& subsequently accelerated cultural flux may have serious implications for their individual practices & 
communities as a whole. Home will influence their artistic reactions, especially if they choose to define 
home by ancestry & claim ancestral ownership over a given tradition. An artist or other cultural 
practitioner may respond by either embracing change or striving to preserve languages or other pursuits 
in their traditional forms in order to maintain a sense of cultural integrity. Others may attempt to adapt 
the traditions of their chosen home to reflect the changes it has undergone, or the changes the individual 
has undergone in their own transient experiences. Resistance may be met by outside interests who regard 
tampering with traditional practices as taboo. On the other side of the spectrum other may regard 
traditional practices irrelevant to the modern world. Resistance may also be encountered by those who 
adopt traditions of their geographic home & yet can not lay ancestral claim over a given pursuit.       

 
As the Open Sky Festival enters its ninth year it invites participating artists to explore ‘home’; how 

it is defined, influenced by an increased state of transience, & the resulting implications for artistic 
practice both in the Dehcho & beyond.  

 
-Michael Blyth 
OSCS — Festival Coordinator / Artistic Director 
 


